City Lights

Our Next Millionaire

"Boating is a lot of fun," said Mrs. Wilcox, who is planning a trip to the West Coast. "It's a great sport for those who enjoy the outdoors. It's a wonderful way to relax and enjoy the scenery."

The Wilkes Settlement

The Wilson Settlement, located in the heart of the Wilson Mountains, is known for its beautiful scenery and its warm, friendly people. The Wilsons, a family of five, have lived in the settlement for over 20 years. They own a farm and raise cattle and sheep.

Backdoor Mils, Radio Station

Backdoor Mils, a popular radio station in the Wilson Mountains, broadcasts a variety of programs, including music, news, and weather. The station is owned and operated by the Wilson family.

The Backdoor Mils family has been involved in the Wilson Settlement for many years. They have contributed their time and energy to the community, and their station has become a source of pride for the town.

City Lights

All The Holyistic That Fits We Print

If you walked into the main lobby of the new City Lights building, you would see a group of people engaging in a variety of activities. The building is a hub of activity, with people working on computers, reading, and socializing.

The building was designed by a group of architects who wanted to create a space that was both functional and inviting. The result is a building that is both a workspace and a community center.

The building is home to a variety of businesses, including a law firm, a consulting firm, and a publishing company. The building also hosts a number of events, including art shows, concerts, and lectures.

The building is located in the heart of the city, and is within easy walking distance of many of the city's other attractions. This makes it a convenient and attractive place to work, live, and play.

Executive Director, John Hanks
Dear Matthew Alice,

I don't know why the Thomas Bean map of San Diego County does not show it, but the beach is a block away. The Thomas Bean map points to the coast in the southwest corner of the county, and I have never seen it before. The San Diego County map shows a different beach in the northwest corner of the county. I have never been there before.

There is a story that is told about Thomas Bean. It is said that he was a good friend of the San Diego Family, and that he often visited the Thomas Bean beach when he was in the area. It is also said that he visited the beach with his family, and that he often made trips to the beach with his friends.

I have never visited Thomas Bean beach before, but I have heard about it. I have heard that the beach is beautiful, and that it is a great place to visit. I have also heard that the beach is a popular destination for tourists, and that it is a great place to relax.

I think that it would be a good idea to visit Thomas Bean beach. It is a beautiful beach, and it is a great place to take a break from the city. I would recommend visiting the beach with friends, and enjoying the beautiful scenery.

Sincerely,

Matthew Alice
"No one can say, after a Mini Tour, that they did not know poverty and injustice exist. They can't claim ignorance. Only indifference."

MISERY GETS COMPANY

Some of the people you will meet this weekend are..."Lutheran pastor will fill his church in Chula Vista, Calif., with a group of Hispanic relatives for the first time. Area pastors are helping him to find a ministry need, and the people are volunteering to help. The church's Hunger Action Team is meeting this week to plan the event. We will be feeding, clothing, and providing food to those in need. This is a ministry that we believe is essential for the community."

The church is called the Lutheran Church of the Atonement, and it is located in Chula Vista. The church is working with local organizations to address the needs of the community. The church has set up a food pantry, a clothing drive, and a community garden. They are also partnering with local schools and community centers to provide resources and support to those in need.

Gray's Hunger Action program and Women's Los Alamos are not affiliated with one another, but they do work toward similar goals and offer similar benefits. The principles of these goals are rooted in the belief that problems at our doors are not caused by the affluent few, but by the actions of people in power who control the wealth of the country. The church wants to empower and educate the community to take action for the greater good.

The goal of the Los Alamos weekend is to assist their own programs. Individuals and families are encouraged to work with any special group who attend these events.

Celebrate Motown's 25th Anniversary with these Super Hits!

Convenient locations throughout Southern California, including:

La Mesa: 8020 Parkway Drive (619) 432-6370
El Cajon: 1321 Broadway (619) 435-0000
Chula Vista: 520 Broadway (619) 435-0000
Encinitas: 132 N. 1st Avenue (619) 435-0000
San Diego: 132 N. 1st Avenue (619) 435-0000
Pacific Beach: 1221 Garnet Ave. (619) 270-5190

Now! More OLDIES than ever! 12 Dance singles, too!
**MISERY GETS COMPANY**

The Hunger Action Fund, a program of the Anti-Hunger Action Fund, is launching a new initiative to address the food insecurity crisis in the United States. The program aims to create a network of local food banks and community kitchens to provide meals to those in need.

**It's not high-class slumming, not a liberal's conscience-pressing Grayline Tour of Misery. We do not go to look at the poor. We go to be present with them.**

California is a land of contrasts. The beaches are beautiful, the mountains are majestic, and the cities are bustling. But beneath the surface, there is a layer of poverty that is hidden from view. In the southern part of the state, almost everyone was a Norwegian Lutheran. They described themselves as "Lutheran ghosts." They had grown up poor. "When my father lost his job driving a truck during the Depression, we went on relief," Gray said. "I felt then, that something was wrong with me, for being poor. Which is a feeling many poor people carry, and with which many affluent people agree. That it is the fault of the poor, not the fault of the system." The bottom line for our program is this: that the same type of poverty in poverty in our country is to be found in the poor in the United States. Our only goal is to eliminate the poverty in our society. We don't care who is poor, we just want to help everyone.

Gray had looked at a poster on his office wall. "Sometimes I think my mission is to bring food to the homeless," he said. What he said about his mission, and his background showed on his face, that his enthusiasm was directed more toward "doing it for the homeless." "We have grown up in a small South Dakota town where almost everyone was a Norwegian Lutheran. We described ourselves as "Lutheran ghosts." We had grown up poor. "When my father lost his job driving a truck during the Depression, we went on relief," Gray said. "I felt then, that something was wrong with me, for being poor. Which is a feeling many poor people carry, and with which many affluent people agree. That it is the fault of the poor, not the fault of the system." The bottom line for our program is this: that the same type of poverty in poverty in our country is to be found in the poor in the United States. Our only goal is to eliminate the poverty in our society. We don't care who is poor, we just want to help everyone.

"It's not high-class slumming, not a liberal's conscience-pressing Grayline Tour of Misery. We do not go to look at the poor. We go to be present with them."

A sour rot rose off the gray concrete. Orange rinds, banana peels, bits of hamburger bun, vomit, white noodles in spirals, and white styrofoam take-out boxes had been tossed onto the floors.
Perhaps twenty men were packed into one cell, writhing like. Orichius horses packed into a quart jar. They chewed with a rhythm as steady as their head of dairy cattle at troughs in a closed barn.
MISERY GETS COMPANY

MISERY GETS COMPANY

STATS

AUTHENTIC JAPANESE FUTON BEDS

CONTACT LENSES

San Diego Hilton
Junior Tennis School

open audition

Poster Art South Is In Bloom.

Poster Art South

San Diego Hilton
Junior Tennis School

3-week sessions, beginning June 20, $50.

School includes:
- Instruction in various stroke production.
- Use of tennis balls
- Ball machine
- Warm-up
- Song and dance... 6-14

Directed by Paul Winter
coach of World Class players

Contact call now! Classes will be limited
276-6093
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MISERY GETS COMPANY

The same story was repeated in all the boxes - blackened, smudged, or unaltered, the text was unrecognizable.
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The Artist As Outlaw
JAMES WATT, THE BEACH BOYS, AND THE WHOLE DAMN THING

I've always thought that the artist's place in society is on the very fringes of the popular scene, where both the government and the public seem to have little interest in what he's doing. The government is often so busy with its own problems that it doesn't really care about artists, and the public seems to be more interested in popular culture, like movies and music. In fact, I think that many people believe that art is just a form of entertainment, something to be enjoyed in your spare time.

But what I'm really interested in is the role of the artist in society. How does the artist influence the way we think about ourselves and our world? How does he challenge our assumptions and provoke us to consider new ideas? And why do some artists become so controversial, and others are just ignored?

A lot of artists today want to be free and independent, championing class struggle and social revolution, right up to the moment the federal bucks run out.

But what I'm really interested in is the role of the artist in society. How does the artist influence the way we think about ourselves and our world? How does he challenge our assumptions and provoke us to consider new ideas? And why do some artists become so controversial, and others are just ignored?

The delicate Birkenstock.
One of the main things about the Birkenstock is that it's really comfortable. If you wear it for a long time, you'll find that your feet are really relaxed. I think that's the main reason people like them.

The 1st Annual "Ugly Tie Contest"

But the main thing is that people should have fun with their outfits. It's a way to express themselves and let their personalities shine through.

Genuine African Ivory

Ivory & 14kt gold bangles from $17.50 Retail prices vary from $14.00

Pendants

Fresh water pearls from $50.00

Colored beads-

kapa, black agate, rose quartz & jade

from $30.00

Also: hand carved statues & combs

K & G Gold
2275 8th Ave. (310) 480-6800

Klein's Wholesale
Jewelers
2200 E. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
(213) 487-6944

The Master Shopper

American Express
charge at the door

*FACADE*
FORCE FEEDING

DUNCAN SHEPHERD

It's a true fact that Star Wars is as big a hit as it is because it's a story of good versus evil. But where is the creativity in this approach? The heroes are always the good guys, and the villains are always the bad guys. It's a tired formula that's been used time and time again in movies and TV shows. What we need is a fresh approach that challenges the audience and keeps them engaged.

Deep Sea Diver's Breathing Apparatus

Will this new technology ever be able to replace the old-fashioned method of using tanks and hoses? Will it ever be possible to breathe underwater without any equipment at all? These are questions that are still up for debate. But one thing is certain: the technology is rapidly advancing and there will be a time when we can breathe underwater as easily as we breathe on land.

Seascape Apartments

Once upon a time, there was a small town by the sea. The town was called Seaside, and it was a place where people could go to relax and unwind. The town had a beautiful beach, and the houses were built right on the water's edge. But then a group of developers came along and decided to build a large hotel right in the middle of the town. The locals were outraged, and a bitter battle ensued. In the end, the developers won, and the town was forever changed.

And now every time a storm hits Seaside, the residents are reminded of the price they paid for progress. But they also know that the town will survive the storm, and they are grateful for the new facilities that have been built.
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CALL FOR A FREE CONSULTATION

ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT THE COST OF MEDICAL CARE? WE ARE DEDICATED TO KEEPING YOUR MEDICAL COSTS DOWN.

QUALITY

We have a complete staff of fully trained and board certified physicians and surgeons representing most surgery specialties.

VARIOUS ANESTHESIA TECHNIQUES ARE AVAILABLE

FOR MOST MINOR SURGERY PROBLEMS OUR CASH FEE IS ONLY $350.

And this includes full treatment and follow-up care. We can accept insurance as payment in full. Medicare and Champions accepted.

WE SPECIALIZE IN MINOR SURGERY

- Cysts - Infections (Boils & Abscesses, etc.)
- Moles and Wart Removal - Nail Discolorations (Ingrown Toenails, etc.)
- Skin Cancers - Soft Tissue Tumors (Fatty Tumors, etc.)
- Tattoo Removal and many other disorders.

WE ALSO PROVIDE A WIDE VARIETY OF OTHER OUTPATIENT SURGERY

- Breast Biopsies - Breast Enlargement
- Circumcisions - Facial Lifts - Hernia Repairs
- Cataract Removal - Vasectomy - Tubal Ligation and many other procedures at very reasonable fees.

MINOR SURGERY ASSOCIATES

Mon., Wed. & Fri. 8 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Tues. & Thurs. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
8220 Knorr, Viera Way
569-4242
Masturbation was not included.
Events, Theater, Music, Film

Water Plus Wood Equals Work

What could be less likely to succeed than the opening of a summer theater? But the Water Plus Wood equals work of the San Diego Civic Light Opera has been a success right from the start. The company, under the direction of Frank E. Bell, was formed by a group of local citizens who were dissatisfied with the lack of theater in the community. The theater was opened in 1941 and has been in operation ever since. The company has produced many successful productions and has become one of the most popular theater companies in the region. It is located in the old Spreckels Theater, which was built in 1921 as a vaudeville house. The theater has been restored to its original glory and now serves as a major cultural center for the city.

Tote Hold

The Tote Hold company is the United States Army's Vaudeville Detachment. It is a group of soldiers who have been trained in the arts of theater and music. The company was formed in 1943 and has been touring the country ever since. It is made up of soldiers from all branches of the service and is commanded by Major Frank E. Bell. The company performs a variety of shows, including comedies, musicals, and plays. It has been very successful and has received many positive reviews. It is a great way to see a show and support our troops at the same time.
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**READER'S GUIDE**

**Dance**

- The San Diego Childers will present two concerts on the Morning and Early Morning Dances of March 18th and 19th at Palomar College.
- The San Diego Opera Company will present two concerts on March 24th and 25th at the San Diego Civic Center.

**Film**

- "The Sound of Music" will be shown at the San Diego Opera Company's "Music in the Park" series on April 1st.
- "The Sound of Music" will also be shown at the San Diego Film Festival on April 2nd.

**JEWISH SINGLES**

- "Past Dark" at the San Diego Opera Company's "Music in the Park" series on April 1st.
- "Past Dark" will also be shown at the San Diego Film Festival on April 2nd.

**THE SAN DIEGO SYMPHONY GOES POPS!**

- Sondra Myrick, conductor, and the San Diego Symphony will perform "The Sound of Music" at the San Diego Civic Center on April 1st.

**To Local Events**

- "The Sound of Music" will be performed at the San Diego Civic Center on April 1st.
- "The Sound of Music" will also be shown at the San Diego Film Festival on April 2nd.
CHILDREN OF A LESSER GOD

Produced by the Westside Theatre in New York City, the play is based on the novel by Stephen King. It is directed by tako Benda and stars Robert Sean Leonard and Maryann Plunkett. The cast includes Anthony DeSando and Christine Lahti. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

Produced by the Shakespeare Theatre Company in Washington, D.C., the play is directed by Michael Kahn and stars Ian Hart and Karen Estrada. The cast includes Tao Ruspoli and Tony Award winner John Lithgow. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.

THE LION KING

Produced by Disney Theatrical Productions in New York City, the musical is based on the animated film. It is directed by Julie Taymor and stars Lea Salonga and Ben Vereen. The cast includes Tony Award winners Audra McDonald and Sahr Ngaujah. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.

ROADSIDE ATTRACTION

Produced by the Roundabout Theatre Company in New York City, the play is based on the novel by Carlin Glynn. It is directed by John Wells and stars Keanu Reeves and Susan Sarandon. The cast includes Tony Award winners Linda Lavin and Victoria Clark. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.

THE WIZARD OF OZ

Produced by the Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam, Connecticut, the musical is based on the novel by L. Frank Baum. It is directed by Bartlett Sher and stars Brian Stokes Mitchell and Lesley Ann Warren. The cast includes Tony Award winner Pat Carroll. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.

THE LION KING

Produced by Disney Theatrical Productions in New York City, the musical is based on the animated film. It is directed by Julie Taymor and stars Lea Salonga and Ben Vereen. The cast includes Tony Award winners Audra McDonald and Sahr Ngaujah. The play runs Thursday through Sunday at 8 p.m.
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CONCERTS

Joey Shithead, front boys, and friends — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

Bonnie Raitt and Friends — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

The Impressions featuring Curtis Mayfield and Jean Jacques — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

The Pretenders — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

The Stooges — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

The Replacements — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

The Reflektors — Friday, June 13, 8:30 PM

$1 DRINKS

6-9 PM and 12-12:30 AM
IN THE CABINET ROOM

KPI FM 106 NIGHT

Your host, Ken K's Night from the studio only

Rodeo's Grand Re-Opening Party

KGB-FM 101

THE MONROES

Johnny Winter

One Show Only!

The Rodeo is located on the corner of 6th and 6th and 6th and 6th.
CURRENT MOVIES

High Road to China

High Anxiety

The Hunger

International Renaissance Pageant

The Man in the Moon

The Last Wave

Life of Brian

La Traviata

Wargames

War Games

A Film by John Badham

A Sensational Stage Production of the World-Famous Opera

- July 16 - Aug. 25
- Presented in the 16th Year of the Urban Stage Production

Come and experience the enchantment of the Renaissance...

High Anxiety

This hilarious, high-spirited, highly charged, high-voltage farce is a wild ride through the human psyche and a laugh at life. It's a madcap whirlwind of a movie that skewers the pretensions of society and its institutions, lampoons the inanity of our times, and mixes it all up into a heady brew of slapstick, sight gags, and physical comedy. It's a madcap, wild ride through the human psyche, a laugh at life, a madcap whirlwind of a movie that skewers the pretensions of society and its institutions, lampoons the inanity of our times, and mixes it all up into a heady brew of slapstick, sight gags, and physical comedy. It's a madcap, wild ride through the human psyche, a laugh at life, a madcap whirlwind of a movie that skewers the pretensions of society and its institutions, lampoons the inanity of our times, and mixes it all up into a heady brew of slapstick, sight gags, and physical comedy.

The Hunger

This is the story of a group of individuals who come together to enjoy a night of lascivious excess. But before the night is over, the group realizes that they are all connected to the malevolent spirit of a woman who was brutally murdered 426 years ago. The spirit, known as the "Hunger," wants to exact its revenge on the group for using her spirit for their own gain. The film is a supernatural thriller that explores the relationship between humanity and the supernatural, and the consequences of playing with forces beyond our control.

The Last Wave

The Last Wave is a film that explores the clash between modernity and tradition, between the industrial age and the natural world. It tells the story of a man who is caught in the middle of these two worlds, and the choices he must make to survive. The film is a powerful commentary on the human condition, and the importance of preserving our natural heritage.

Life of Brian

Life of Brian is a comedic musical film that follows the life of Brian, a young man who becomes a king. The film is a satirical commentary on the human condition, and the power of religion. It is filled with laughs, songs, and a cast of memorable characters.

La Traviata

La Traviata is a film adaptation of the famous operetta by Giuseppe Verdi. The film tells the story of Violetta, a woman who becomes a courtesan in order to support her family. The film is a beautiful production, with a strong cast and a talented director.

Wargames

Wargames is a film that explores the consequences of playing with technology. The film follows a group of teenage boys who create a computer game that has the potential to destroy the world. The film is a thought-provoking exploration of the dangers of technology, and the importance of responsible use.

CURRENT MOVIES
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Lowest prices—BULL!!

Polk 10
MITSUBISHI X-7

Nakamichi
A cheap Nakamichi? What is this world coming to?

Bang & Olufsen

The Sound Company

Section 3/Classifieds

How to Place Your Free Classified

Classified ads must conform to the following requirements:

1. Advertisements must be submitted in writing.
2. Advertisements must be submitted at least 10 days before the publication date.
3. Advertisements must be submitted in a standard 8.5x11 format.
4. Advertisements must be submitted in English.

The Sound Company
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For Sale

RESTAURANTS

JUNE EVENING SPECIAL
10% off dinner menu
(Excluding alcohol)

TAIPEI GARDENS
488 Connaught, S. 724505

THE CURRY DOT
477-9009
$3.99 Lunch Buffet

Carabaggio's

Sunday Brunch

15 Delicious Entrees

The Sherk Island Marina

DOC MASTERS

The Wine Collection
WHAT A DEAL!
Fresh Red Snapper $6.95
Fresh Sea Bass $7.95
Fresh Pacific Halibut $7.95
Fresh King Salmon $8.95
Sautéed Fisherman’s Combo $11.50
(fresh shrimp, scallops, and crab meat sautéed in butter and brandy)
Price includes: soup or salad, fresh vegetable, and baked potato or wild rice pilaf.

Where in San Diego can you have all the fresh strawberry shortcake you can eat...
INCLUDED WITH YOUR MEAL (NOW THROUGH JUNE)
... and the finest real whipping cream!

Wedding Cakes!
WEDDING CAKE SPECIAL
DURING JUNE AND JULY, 1983
SPECIAL
$70
FOUR TIER CAKE
(OR 2 TIER TOWER)
Serves 100 to 1000 guests.

Inflation Fighter of the Week:
FRESH STUFFED SOLE $6.95
Sauce Bordelaise includes sautéed potato and cole slaw (daily after 4:00 p.m.) Offer good through June 15

HAPPY HOUR MENU:
Monday—Roast Beef Sandwiches 25c
Tuesday—Soft Chicken Tacos 25c
Wednesday—Ham Sandwiches 25c
Thursday—Pastami Sandwiches 25c
Friday—Shredded Beef Tacos 25c
Well drinks, wine and domestic beer 9c.

Windrose
234-2833
At Windrose: we serve fun!

Windrose
234-2833
At Windrose: we serve fun!
Our specials include Hondas, Toyotas, Datsuns, V.W.s, Fiats, Subarus & others.

All our work has a 2-year warranty.

Complete Engine Overhaul

**$45** (reg up to $75)

- Engines for oils
- Engines for gas
- Engines for diesels
- Engines for hybrids
- Engines for all cars

For a complete engine overhaul, see our website.

Tune-Up Special

**$75** (reg up to $100)

- Engines for oils
- Engines for gas
- Engines for diesels
- Engines for hybrids
- Engines for all cars

For a complete tune-up, see our website.

Brake Job Special

**$95** (reg up to $125)

For brake jobs, see our website.

Overseas Automotive Repairs

- Honda
- Toyota
- Datsun
- Volkswagen
- Fiat
- Subaru
- Others

All parts are NEW, all repairs are performed by certified mechanics.

Scott Miller's Foreign Car Service

135 Main St.
Newport, VT 05856

**578-6111**
THE READER PUZZLE
No. 260: Tour de Force

By Dan Rubin

A small, but important, clue is the big clue... a big clue because there are so many of the clues listed below. You need to find your way on this tour of the puzzle and only the consultant can help you. The consultant needs to solve the puzzle without looking in an atlas. Simply write the city name in the spaces provided.

Clues:
1. Paris
2. Berlin
3. Tokyo
4. Sydney
5. Sydney
6. Mexico City
7. New York
8. Moscow
9. Madrid
10. London
11. Rio de Janeiro
12. Buenos Aires
13. Tokyo
14. Moscow
15. Rio de Janeiro
16. New York
17. Tokyo
18. Los Angeles
19. Madrid
20. Moscow
21. Tokyo
22. Sydney
23. New York
24. Mexico City
25. Buenos Aires
26. Rio de Janeiro
27. Tokyo
28. Paris
29. Sydney
30. Madrid
31. Mexico City
32. New York
33. Tokyo
34. Rio de Janeiro
35. Buenos Aires
36. Moscow
37. Los Angeles
38. Sydney
39. New York
40. Tokyo
41. Paris
42. Madrid
43. Mexico City
44. Buenos Aires
45. Rio de Janeiro
46. Moscow
47. Los Angeles
48. Sydney
49. New York
50. Tokyo

The key to the puzzle...

Puzzle of the Game
1. Picnic for the Reader Puzzle will be Reader-Timer.
2. How many times in the Reader Puzzle are there 10 clues to be crossed by the Reader Timer in Reader Puzzle?
3. P.O. Box 8083, San Diego, CA
4. All-day, the last day.
5. The last clue for the Reader Puzzle is:
6. The Reader Puzzle is:
7. Friday, eight days following the first clue.
8. The Reader Puzzle is:
9. The Reader Puzzle is:
10. The Reader Puzzle is:

The reader puzzle...
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